
IUV Rubric
Student: 

Exemplary Proficient Partially Proficient Incomplete Points 
Earned

Comments

DVD footage 
5 pts.

Video is high quality, and is from a 
dvd. (5)

Video is good quality, and is 
from a dvd. (4)

Video is low quality, and is from a 
dvd. (5)

Video is not from a dvd. (1)

Online video 
5 pts.

Video is high quality, and is from an 
online resource. (5)

Video is good quality, and is 
from an online resource. (4)

Video is low quality, and is from 
an online resource. (5)

Video is not from an online 
resource. (1)

Teacher-
Created 
Video 5 pts.

Video is teacher-created. Well 
rehearsed, smooth delivery in a 
conversational style. It is apparent 
that video is edited while shooting. (5)

Video is teacher-created. 
Rehearsed, smooth delivery. 
Video is edited while 
shooting. (4)

Video is teacher-created. 
Appears unrehearsed with 
uneven delivery. Occasional 
incorrect grammar is used during 
the video. Video may be edited 
during shooting(3)

Video is not teacher-created.  
Delivery is hesitant and 
choppy. Poor grammar is 
used throughout the video. 
Video may be edited during 
shooting. (1)

IUV form        
9 pts.

Student demonstrates full knowledge 
of topic with explanations, 
assessments, and elaboration.
Paper has no misspellings or 
grammatical errors. (9)

Student is at ease with 
content and explains topic 
well, but fails to elaborate.
Paper has no more than two 
misspellings and/or 
grammatical errors. (6)

Student is uncomfortable with 
information and is able to explain 
only rudimentary components.
Paper had three misspellings 
and/or grammatical errors. (4)

Student does not have grasp 
of information; student 
cannot answer questions 
about subject. Paper had 
four or more spelling errors 
and/or grammatical errors. 
(2)

Class 
Presentation 
6 pts.

Student used a clear voice and 
correct, precise pronunciation of 
terms. Presentation is well rehearsed 
with no technical errors during 
presentation (regarding hardware and 
software). (6)

Student's voice is clear. 
Student pronounces most 
words correctly. Presentation 
is rehearsed with no major 
technical errors during 
presentation (regarding 
hardware and software). (4)

Audience members have 
difficulty hearing. Presentation is 
poorly rehearsed with a few  
technical errors during 
presentation (regarding hardware 
and software). (3)

Student mumbles, incorrectly  
pronounces terms, and 
speaks too quietly for 
students to hear. 
Presentation is not 
rehearsed with significant 
technical errors. (1)

Total Possible: 30 pointsTotal Possible: 30 points Total percentage: 0.0% Total points earned: 0
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